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The linguistic framework: NooJ
•Orthography, e.g. Uppercase letters in German, vowels in Arabic

•Morphology: spelling variants, inflection, derivation, agglutination

•Vocabulary:

• Syntax: local syntax, constituent, dependency grammars

•Transformational syntax: transformations and paraphrasing

• Semantics, e.g. Prolog-type semantic representations, XML-RDF-FOAF



NooJ linguistic resources

•Dictionaries
• prefixes and suffixes, e.g. bioengineering, the hispano-filipino association
• simple words, e.g. table, eaten
• multiword units, e.g. a red herring, as a matter of fact
• discontinous expressions, e.g. to turn ... off, to take ... into account

•Grammars: morphology, syntax and semantics

•All resources are neutral, i.e. can be used both by parsers and 
generators
• Parsers apply a resource to a text → produce indices, statistical analyses, 

annotations, extractions, etc.
• Generators apply a resource → produce words, phrases and/or sentences



3 types of formal grammars in Chomsky's 
hierarchy
•Dictionaries are compiled into Acyclic Finite-State Transducers

•Regular expressions are compiled into Finite-State Transducers

•Context-Free Grammars are compiled into Recursive Finite-State 
Transducers

•Context-Sensitive Grammars are compiled into Recursive Finite-State 
Transducers with variables and constraints



Notations
•Notation for dictionaries

love,VERB+Transitive+N0Hum+N1nr+FLX=ED+DRV=NOUN

⟶ love, loved, loving, loves, lover, lovers

•Notation for grammars

Sentence = :NP <VERB+Transitive> :NP ;

NP = <DET> (<ADJ> | <E>) <NOUN> ;

⟶ The big dog saw the cat

•Graphical notation for finite-state graphs, recursive graphs and 
recursive graphs enhanced with constraints
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Graphical notation for grammars

One grammar constituted by 
multiple graphs:

Main graph

NP graph

VG graph



Neutral Resources

•The same exact resources are used both by a parser or by a generator

•NooJ’s engine does not make a fundamental difference between 
parsing and generating:

• From “It is not Lea that he loves” to “Joe loves lea +Pron0+Focus1+Neg”
⟶ Analysis

• From “Joe loves Lea +Pron0+Focus1+Neg” to “It is not Lea that he loves”
⟶ Generation



A morphological 
grammar

Parsing:



A morphological 
grammar

Generating:













Principle

A grammar represents a set of 
sentences.

One can generate all the 
sentences or only
the ones that have some 
properties



Principle

A grammar represents a set of 
sentences.

Variables can be used to 
produce more generic 
grammars



Multiple levels of linguistic resources

• From sentence “Joe loves Lea”, to generate sentence “She is Joe’s 
love”, NooJ needs to perform various levels of linguistic processing:

• loves should be lemmatized as to love
• to love should be nominalized into a love
•N

0
 V N

1
 can be rewritten as N

1
 is N

0
’s V-n

• Lea is a human feminine proper name, therefore it should be 
replaced with pronoun She in Subject position



Joe loves Lea



Joe loves Lea





A syntactic grammar



Automatic Generation in Italian (S. Vietri, 2012)



Automatic Generation in French



Automatic Generation in Portuguese (Barreiro et alii 2021)



Friend Of A Friend (FOAF) Predicates

<http://example.org/Mark_Twain>

<http://example.org/author>

<http://example.org/Huckleberry_Fin>. 

•Classes of entities: Agent, Document, Group, Image, Organization, 
Person, Project... 

• Set of properties: account, age, based near, birthday, currentProject, 
familyName, gender, givenName, interest, knows, name, title... 



The generator

•Parses the RDF statement
• entity, property/predicate, entity
• Turtle notation

•Generates the corresponding
• declarative sentence
• nominal phrase
• question



Parsing the FOAF statement (Turtle 
notation)



Declarative Sentences



Declarative Sentences



the project project = activity | affair | 
adventure | assignment | 
business | creation | enterprise | 
job | project | scheme | task | 
venture ;



Constraints control Sentence 
Generation
No negative 
Sentence: -Neg

No pronoun for 
Subject: -Pro0

No Pronoun for 
Object: -Pro1

Put focus on 
Subject: +Focus0
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Problems and limitations

•Person’s name, first name, last name, family name

•Project’s name, accronym, variants:
Tim_Berners-Lee is currently working on the World_Wide_Web project.

<foaf:name xml:lang=”en”>Tim Berners-Lee</foaf:name>
<foaf:acronym xml:lang=”en”>WWW</foaf:acronym>

•Person’s gender: NooJ needs to get an additional constraint: +Mas or 
+Fem

<foaf:gender xml:lang=”en”>Male</foaf:gender>



What exactly is a project?
Tim Berners-Lee is currently working on the World Wide Web (project | 
enterprise | program | activity | affair | assignment | business | 
creation | design | job | management | scheme | task | venture)

Steve Jobs is currently working on the iPhone (adventure | affair | 
business | creation | design | project | scheme | task | venture)

Larry Page is currently working on the Alphabet Inc. Company 
(adventure | affair | business | creation | scheme | task | venture)

Jürgen E. Schrempp is currently working on the Mercedes-Chrysler 
(adventure | business | creation | task | merger | scheme | venture)



What does the person do exactly?

• Steve Jobs is the designer, or the mastermind, or the leader of the 
iPhone project

• Larry Page is the founder, or the originator, or the father of the 
Alphabet Inc. Company

• Jürgen E. Schrempp is the artisan, or the architect, or the facilitator of 
the Mercedes-Chrysler merger



Perspectives
•Can already generate (in a controlled way) over 50,000 sentences for 

the currentProject FOAF predicate

•One can easily add more sentences, e.g.:

Tim Berners-Lee has the WWW as his current project
One project that Steve Jobs is invested in right now is the iPhone

The Chrysler-Daimler merger takes Jürgen E. Schrempp’s time now
The Alphabet Inc. Company has Larry Page’s current attention

•One can easily add questions, e.g.:

Who is currently involved in this project? What is she involved in? When 
has he been involved in that project? How much is he involved in that 
project? Why is she involved in that project? Where does he work for 
this project? Will she continue to work on this project? Has he been 

working on that project? Does she work on that project? ...

(Over 3 million questions for sentence: Joe loves Lea!)



Conclusions

• It is possible to build a linguistic system that produces a large number 
of paraphrases from a given sentence in English, French, Italian and 
Portugal

• It is also possible to build a linguistic system that generates English 
sentences from semantic predicates (e.g. RDF statements)

•The set of potential sentences is huge: one controls it is via operators, 
such as +Pro1, +Focus0 or +Nominalization

• FOAF Entities such as Person or currentProject are not precise 
enough for the linguistic module to produce only correct sentences 
(e.g. boss? / designer? / director?)


